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ABSTRACT

fhe Rrocgsg ofdesigning and developing hypermedia applications
is one of the big challenges for toOay'i hypermeAia engineering

lndustry. _In 
comparison to traditional information system design]

hypermedia application demands a number of additional desfun
aspects such as the application structure and information .ont"nir.
operations and functions provided to the users and the upp"*uo..
of the presentation tayout. The increasing complexity of this
application has raised the need to employ many iesigning
mgtfrgds in hypermedia development practice. The main oble-ctivi
of this paper is to describe a number of web-based trypeimeOia
design methods within their main design process"r. .ifri, pap",
gives an overview of the processes involve in the design phase ofa web-based hypermedia application that reflect the 

-way 
of

h-ypermedia designer and developer who deal with the application.
We argue that the design processes reviewed are not much
concem _in modeling a complex business process. Thus, we
discuss this issue based on object-oriented appioach for designing
business process. A new design process *itt U. proposed and
summarized at the end of the paper.
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l.INTRODUCTION
To date, 

1v9b-based hypermedia applications are becoming very
gop*r with explosive growth in its computing environmeni Jl4j.It offers a more natural way to express and convey ideas or
information to the users. The integration of various forms of
multimedia elements zuch as text, graphics, audio, video, and
animation that is presented on computer interactiveiy with non_
sequential navigation and user friendly interfaCes making
hypermedia as one ofthe greatest applications ofexpressing ideai
in a richer and more nahral form.
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_ According to [14], hypermedia applications should support a
high quality of user interfaces, more complex structure of
navigation mechanisms, and more varied forms of information for
the hypermedia audiences. However, some hypermedia
applications fail in their functionalities, lack of qualities and
struggling to meet user requirements [l]. One of thi reasons is
hypermedia applications are getting complex on its scope 13A,l3l,
mainly for the business operational environments aod functional
requirements 12,14,211. Besides, many hypermedia designers,
developers, and practitioners are lacking ofknowledge and poorly
understand the concepts ofthe design and development practice,
contributing to the applications failure [13]. In addition, choosing
an appropriate design method is another challenge among th-
designers and thus, development pracfice has generally been ad
hoc [,.. 16], leading to poor quality results and hardly to
accomplish the user requirements.

The main objective of this paper is to provide an overview of
the processes involved in the design phase of a hypermedia
application. Secrion 2 will briefly describe the miin design
processes involved in web-based hypermedia engineering. Four
design methods that currently exist in hypermedia dwel6pment
practices are presented as subsections in Section 2. Section 3 will
discuss an issue of modeling a business process in hypermedia
applications. And finally, conclusions and some of our future
works are provided at the end ofthe paper in Section 4.

2. IIYPERMEDIA DESIGN PROCESSES
In the last few years, several methods for designing hypermedia
applications have been proposed, such as RMM tl0l, OOUOtut
ll5l, WSDM [6,7], UWE [ll,t}l, W2000 J2], anO OO-H t9l. Of
the existing methods, ongoing reseach efforts have found that
most of the design methods that being used for web-based
hypermedia application development are model driven and consist
ofa number ofdesign processes [3]. Models are developed during
each of design process to get the whole picture of the application
domain. In this section, the main processes of the design methods
will be yiewed briefly, namely user requirement analysis,
conceptual (contents) design, navigation space design, and user
interface (presentation) design.

. The effort of these design processes are normally being done in
iterative and incremental approach. For each design process, a
model is developed to present the result for the design effort.
Some methods use their own notation for tbis model, while the
others conform to existing standard notations such as UML t5l.
Generally, all web-based hypennedia design methods nave 0rL
following analysis and design processes:
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. User Requirement Analysis: gather and analyze the

information needs from the users. Results are normally
presented tn Use-case diagrams.

o Conceptual (contents) Design: also known as content

modeling which deals with the contents of the application

that wili be presented to the users. Results are modeled as

Conceptual model (e.g. class diagrams).

o Navigation Space Design: determine and identiff path or

links for every item (e.g' classes) rn the Conceptual model

where applicable. Designer may choose appropnate access

elements (e.g. guided tours, index, etc.) as the navigation

mechanisms infrrc Navigation model produced.

r User Interface (presentation) Design: defining the

appearance of the designed application as it will be seen by

the users (for each navigation page).

In the next sections, four design methods of web-based

hypermedia engineering, namely WSDM [6,7], UWE [ll'12]'
WZOOO [2], andOO-H t9l will be described in more details' Each

will be discussed accordingly to the four main processes in

hypermedia design.

2.1 Web Site Design Method (WSDM)

The Web Site Design Method or WSDM [6,7], is a user-centered

approach that defines the information objects of a web application

Uasea on user requirements. WSDM is not a data driven approach

but it gives consideration to the fact that all web-based

applicati,ons have different types of users who- may have a lot of
different information requirements. It comprises of three main

phases, namely user modeling, conceptual design, and

i mp lem entation des ign.

example, users from same class will have the same information

requirements but they might view them in a diffetent way of
presentation. Class and object modeling are done inconceptual or
contents design phase. The main objective is to develop User

Object Models (UOM) that presents both information

requirements and perspectives according to each user class

identified.

WSDM has its own notation for designing navigation of the

website, called components and links. The navigation model

comprises of a number of navigation tracks, each for describing

the information requirements or perspectives that will be

navigated by users. Generally there are three layers in navigation

model, namely context layer for connecting different navigation

.racks, nwigation layer for providing different ways to access

information, and information layer that provides the actual

information. Finally, implementation design phase is to create and

design the presentation or user interface layout including the look
and feel ofthe web-based applications.

2.2 UML-based Web Engineerin g Design
Method (UwE)
UMl-based Web Engineering Method (LJWE) [11,12]' is an

iterative design method for web-based hypermedia applications

that provides guidelines for the systematic design processes'

supports personalization and semi automatic generation of web

applications. Models or diagrams developed in UWE are based on

exclusively Unified Modeling Language (uML) t5l notations.

The processes have generally divided into four main phases,

called requirement analysis, conceptual design, navigational

da ign, and pr e s entat ional des ign.

UWE starts with requirement analysis that is to provide and

classiff the potential users and identi$r the functional requirement

of each user. The concepts of object oriented modeling are

mandatory in conceptwl design. Objects and classes that are

relevant to the web-based application are determined. Class

diagrams is developed to represent the objects and identiff the

domain semantics including the name of classes, attributes,

operations, associations, and relationships.
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Figure 2. Overview of the LIWE Desigrr Processes [l l].

ln navigation design, every class that is defined will be used as

navigation guidance to derive nodes ofthe application stnrctures.

There are two objectives in navigation design, fust, to show

which classes ofthe conceptual model can be visited by users as

navigational nodes and secondly, to describe how those

navigational nodes are visited using access elements. To achieve

the first objective, navigation space model is built. This model is a

User Modeling

Conceptual design

Figure l. Overview of the WSDM phases [7]'

User requirements are being defined and gathered tn the user

modeling fhase. The idea is to identifu the potential users of the

website according to their interests and navigation preferences'

This effort is done in rwo sub-phases called user classiJication

and user class description. The former will identiff and

differentiate a number of user classes, depends on their

information requirements, while the latter will describe the

persp€ctives or different characteristics for each ofuser class' For
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sub-graph of the conceptual model where classes that are not
related or appropriate for the navigation will be eliminated.
Navigation struclure model is then developed to show how classes
are being visited tkough access elements such as indexes, guided
tours, query, and menu.

The idea of presentation design is to provide abstract user
interfaces, both in static and dynamic that show how the
navigational structures are presented to the users. A static
presentational model is developed to define how navigational
nodes are presented to the users using UML composite obiects.
And, a dryamic presentational model defines ihe action or
behavior of the presentational objects, i.e. the changes on the user
interface when user interacts with the application.

2.3 W2000 Framework
W2000 [2], is a framework for designing a complex web
applications that integrates two main approaches, namely
H_ypermedia Design Model [8] and Unified Modeling Language
[5]. W2000 provides five main design phases cArca vhiOiiity
design, hypermedia informatioz design, hyp,ermedia navigation
design,functional design, and state evolutioi design Requiriment
analysis is done by developing two different diagrams, called
functional wte case diagram and navigational use iase diagram.
The former has the objective to identifr and define the user
classes within their roles and activities performed, while the latter
is to present the navigation capabilities of each user class
depending on its information needs.

Figure 3. W2000 Design Framework [2].

W2000 implements its conceptual design in hypermedia
information design. T\e idea is to organiie the contents of
information provided by separating thern into different levels of
information, namely hyperbase layer and access layer. The
hyperbase structural design deals with the core iniormation
objects that will be viewed to users, while access structure design
deals with the higher-level struchres of information to support
access paths to the core information. Access structure destgiilso
defines collection or group members of the core information

elements. Navigation design can be divided tnto hyperbase
navigation design and access stntclure navigation design. The
main objective is to provide the way how users will access
information contents in the application within its access
structures. Hyperbase navigation design defines the information
units or nodes including their links of the application, while
sccess stntcture navigation design defnes the links for each
collection of infonnation called collection linlcs.

2.4 Object-Oriented Hypermedia (OO-H)
Object oriented hypermedia method or OO-H [9] is yet another
hypermedia design method to provide facilities on the navigation
paths and interface layout of application cont€nts. OO-H is a
generic UMl--based model that coversi on the authoring process
with two main models, called navigation model and presentation
model. The first two processes, called, requirement analysis and
ggnceptual design are implemented by conforming the exclusively
UML [5] standard notation and representedby use case nodels
and business class diagrams, respectively.

Navigation model is constructed by a single or collection of
navigation diagrams called navigation access diagrams (NAD).
Each NAD represents a view of information contents by a single
user of the application. The idea is to difiterentiate the views of
ussrs and thus, uavigation paths can be defined much clearly. The
construction of each NAD is based on four q?es of conshucts;
navigation classes, navigation targets, navigation linles, and
collections. Presentation design is done to provide refinement
mechanisms of the user interface at a lower level of abstraction.
OO-H proposes two types of user interface diagrams. Abstract
presentation diagrams (APD) can be automatically generated
from the NAD and provides a functional but yet a simple view of
the presentation layout where some refine works might be
necessary to be conducted for a deeper and detail view of the
application. The second diagram, called composite layout diagram
(CLD) is to identiff the visual impact of the constructed interface.
In CLD, objects location, visual styles, and widgets can be edited
or added to improve the visual impact of the application.

3. DISCUSSIONS: A SUPPORT F'OR
COMPLEX BUSINESS PROCESS
One of the factors that make web-based hypermedia application as
a complex example is the needs for them to support business
processes for their evolution [21]. Generally, there are two main
features to differentiate business process from a general process.
Firsl, a business process takes the users ofthe application through
its flow ofactivities, on user's actions; and at the same
time it defines the set of actMties to be executed among them
[8]. Secondly, a business process has its own state where
changes can be made only by the input or actions taken by the
users [9]. As been described in previous sections, hypermedia
design consists of four major processes, namely requirement
analysis, conceptual design, navigation design, and user interface
design. Ongoing research has shows that business processes must
be considered and relied on each of the design process. According
to [7], business processes are inadequately supported by the
means of normal navigations mechanisms but they should have to
integrate some process flow in order to avoid usability problems
and enoneous results from being generated. Thus, this will
required designers to consider designing business processes from
the earlier design stage.
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All design methods discussed in previous section have a little

concem on this issue and they are incomplete or inadequate to

answer this new functionaliry of processes; they are lack of
aspects on how business processes can be modeled effectively in

the hypermedia design nature' A comparative study has been

made by [20], that shows most of current hypermedia design

methods are unable to address the modeling functionality of a

business process. Therefore, further close-up studies of
hypermedia applications design and development practices are

needed for a deeper view in this issue.

Our research concern is to capture the global view of critical

business processes in the design phase, which starts since the

earlier stage of design processes. Therefore' we conclude and

propose thi following requirement analysis stage and the four
main design processes (including the new proposed bwiness

process design) as regard to consider how business process can be

systematically modeled in a design method.

r User Requirement Analysis: Gather all information needs

from the potential users in terms of their functional /
business requirernents and navigation preference

requirements (for web-based hypermedia application)'

Models are constnrcted via UML use case models'

. Conceptual Design: The idea of this process is to capture all

classeJ and objects that relies in the application' and to give a

clear view of application domain to the designer' Involve

defining classes, attributes and their relationships (i'e'

inheritance, aggregation, and composition). Results are

developed as conceptual (c lass) diagrams - UML standards'

o Business Process Design: A new featwe added to the

current four main processes as stated in Section 2. From the

class diagram constructed in previous process' designer

should be capable to identi$ any classes (or creating new

classes) that involve business process. From this effort' all

business classes should be treated in a different way if
compared to other classes' Business classes have to be

expanded into a much deeper view so that the flow of
aciivities and the state ofthe classes can be determined in an

effective way (in UML, we can do this by constructing

sequence diagram and activity diagram)' For representing

business classes in the conceptual (class) diagrams, we

introduce a new UML's stereotype profile called <<business

class>). Results are shown by extending the previous

conceptual (class) diagrams, to a new one, called

conceptual-business model, which presenting the integration

ofclasses between concepfual classes and business classes'

o Navigation Design: This design stage defines the directions

or links for every class (including business class), which are

determined in the previous business process design stage'

For all classes in the conceptual-business model, designet

defines the appropriate navigation path for users to navigate

all classes in the real situation. Then, access structures are

also being applied for each link to describe how those classes

in conceptual-business model carn be reached by the users'

This will involve with introducing a number of access

elements for navigation purposes such as index, guided

tours, query, etc. This can be done also by declaring a

number of new UML's stereotype profiles.

r User lnterface Design: Those classes and navigation links
that have been described are getting into further details on

how to present the classes in the real appezuance including

the navigation structures. In the other words, it represents the

appearance of the designed application as it will be seen by

the users.

For the sake of simplicity, we have only covered the definition
of each desigrl process and hide other possible refinements such

as the graphical notations of the new UML profiles' stereotypes

defined. We strongly believe that by adding the new design

process called business process design, the effort for modeling a

complex business process are lessen and easier.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has overview a number of web-based hypermedia

design methods that consist of four main processes' Forn desigrt

methods called WSDM [6,?], UWE [ll,l2], W2000 [2], and OO-

H [9] has been chosen for reviewing purpose since they are model

driven with similar aspects of design processes and using difrerent
graphical notation for presentation. No matter whether they are

structured-based or object-ori€nted approach, the art of model
driven has given them the great facilities to present the design

product in terms of simplicity and clarity for the web application.
Some methods such as UWE and OO-H use a well known UML
notation, while some (e.g. WSDM and W2000) only use their own

notation. Limiting to the use of well known notation instead of
using new introduced notation has the advantage ofcompatibility
and easy-to-use features. Notation such as UML also has been

greatly used by many case tools [12]. Using a new establish

graphical notation however, has its own strengths' They are not

limited to any platform, moreover they has their own mechanisms

on how design effort could be getting much better than using any

given standard notation.

The issue however, arises when most of the hypermedia design

methods do not emphasize on complex business processes

environment into the design aspect. According to our review, it
has been agreed that the involvement of complex business

processes to hypermedia applications increase the challenges and

risks; and thus we require a flexible and systematic design method

in order to cope with the process needs. Further refinement works

might be necessarily conducted to improve the usability and

fi.rnctionality, thus avoiding undesired results and errors. Our

future works will be focus onwards to the extension of reviewed

design methods in order to offer more systematic and yet,

powerful facilities in the business process design. Our research

will cover five main processes including the new proposed

process, called bwiness process design. Nl these processes are

ielied on the object oriented approach that is based on Unified
Modeling Language (UML), and the facilities provided in the

UML's profiles (by proposing a number of new stereotypes for
designing purposes). Through the notations provided and these

new modeling stereotypes, our proposed design approach will be

used to design a case sftdy of a web and business-based

hlAermedia application to prove users' satisfactions and

implementations. Through this case study, we anticipate that our

design approach which is performed and being done in
incremental and iterative styles of development will be able to

successfully capture the complete view of a cornplex business

process modeling.
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